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Abstract
THE EFFECT OF CONCURRENT COGNITIVE-VISUOMOTOR MULTITASKING AND TASK DIFFICULTY ON
DYNAMIC FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIVITY IN THE BRAIN

By Plamen Nikolov, B.S.

A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of Master of Science at
Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2013

Major Director: Ou Bai, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor, Department of Biomedical Engineering

This thesis investigated the effect of visuomotor and working memory 1) task difficulty and
2) multitasking on dynamic functional connectivity in the brain. Studies have only recently begun
to investigate functional connectivity within the scope of concurrent dual task or varying task
difficulty conditions (Cocchi, Zalesky, et al. 2011; Rietschel et al. 2012). A series of EEG recordings
were conducted during execution of visuomotor or working memory tasks within a novel paradigm
using BCI2VR custom MATLAB toolbox. Functional connectivity was correlated with task-related
xii

coherence (TRCoh) analysis between two task conditions involving either variation in task difficulty
or concurrent execution during multitasking within the delta (0 – 4 Hz), theta (4 – 8 Hz), alpha (8 –
12 Hz), beta1 (12-16 Hz), beta2 (16 – 20 Hz) and beta3 (20 – 24 Hz) frequency bands. An increase in
coherence was observed with increased cognitive load, during both increased task difficulty and
multitasking, in all frequency bands except beta1 and beta2. This may suggest that the psychomotor
efficiency hypothesis also applies to multitasking as well as task difficulty. Decreases in beta
coherence were observed with increased performance error, indicating that interregional beta
coherence may not follow the PEH trend. The increased coherence between brain regions in the
alpha, delta and theta bands contributes to the growing volume of research on quantifying cognitive
workload and may serve as a future basis on increasing multitasking efficiency during high stress
environments. Further research recording multitasking effects on individuals over regular intervals
during an extended period of time (months or years) will be required to better understand changes
in functional connectivity within the brain.

xiii

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Historical Overview
Mapping of the human brain began in the early 19 th century when Pierre Paul Broca

discovered an area of the brain that, once damaged, resulted in a specific and permanent loss of a
particular function (in this case, understanding of language associated with “Broca’s area”). This
was one of the first discoveries that initiated an international, multidisciplinary endeavor into
understanding how various regions of our brain specialize in certain tasks – otherwise known as
functional brain mapping. Before modern techniques, brain mapping involved studying lesions in
specific areas of a subject’s brain and, through qualitative analysis, recording these observations.
Progressively, the human brain was mapped into general cortices responsible for specific functions
(visual, auditory, motor, etc) and neuroscience was dominated by a focus on neuroanatomy. By the
mid-20th century, functional neuroscience was generally associated with the theory of
localizationism, but this theory was challenged by a new theory known as neuroplasticity.
Localizationists argued that every region of the brain was attributed to one specific task, and if that
region of the brain were to be damaged then the subject would lose that particular function
permanently. This theory was supported by both lesion and invasive neurostimulation studies.

1

Neuroplasticity, however, argues the contrary – that the brain is plastic in nature and can rewire to
compensate for neural circuits that have been damaged. Pioneers in the field showed how the
dynamic connection within the brain can, with practice, rewire to overcome conditions that were
otherwise (under localizationalism) irreparable.

Fig. 1. Map of vertebrate brain. One of the functional brain atlases produced in mid 1900s outlining
the origin of different functions within the brain. The atlas is saturated with qualitative information,
but offers no insight into the functional dynamics between various brain regions during certain tasks
(Savoy 2001).
As functional brain maps became more specific novel methods of recording neural activity
arose which, in combination with a paradigm shift from static to dynamic (i.e. plastic) theories in
functional neuroscience, shifted the focus from mapping the origin of neural functions to the
analysis of how different actions altered the functional connections within the brain. Traditional,

2

static brain atlases would vary vastly with respect to the neuroscientist or medical artist producing
the illustration. Modern methods have revolutionized neuroscience by digitizing the brain atlas
into a consortium of data, each variable attributing to a different research focus and ultimately
giving modern brain maps robustness and reproducibility.

The focus is no longer just

neuroanatomical, but also functional, genomic, neurochemical, and biophysical (to name a few) with emphasis on either single or populations of neurons as well as age specific from childhood to
old age. For an in-depth review on the history of brain mapping, the reader is referred to (Toga et
al. 2006). The primary focus of neuroscience today is not what region is responsible execution of a
certain task (as detailed by neuroanatomical connections), but how different regions interact during
execution of either single or multiple tasks; more specifically, how this dynamic functional
connectivity is affected by rapidly switching between tasks. Before investigating this question
further, a brief overview of signal acquisition and processing methods is given.

1.2

Signal Acquisition Methods
Neural communication involves constant exchange of ions across membranes, altering the

electrical potential across these membranes and by extension the electrodes placed in proximity
which record these characteristic signals. EEG signal acquisition can be invasive, semi-invasive, or
non-invasive – and depends of where and how the EEG electrodes are placed. Noninvasive EEG
recordings are accomplished via scalp electrodes. Semi-invasive approaches include subdural
electrodes that go under the subject’s skin. And lastly, invasive procedures require surgery to place
electrode arrays directly onto or micro-electrode needles inside the cortical tissue of the brain, more
specifically referred to as electrocorticography (ECoG). Scalp EEGs are a useful noninvasive
technique to record neural activity from the patients scalp, and are used frequently in clinical
3

settings for diagnosis and preventative care. Scalp recordings are difficult to use for a variety of
reasons including resistance of skull, skin, and the blood brain barrier which dull a signal over time;
skin impedance increasing over time due to drying of electrode gel; and electrode movement during
an experiment which may result in high movement artifacts in the signal. Another method for brain
imaging known as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which records the movement of oxygenated
blood through the brain, has been indispensable in brain function and connectivity studies. Both
methods have advantages and disadvantages when concerning the quality of signal collection. EEG
methods typically have high temporal resolution but low spatial resolution whereas fMRI, typically
have high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution. Notwithstanding, each method may be
used to investigate functional brain mapping and connectivity to provide insight into the complex
structural organization and dynamic reorganization within the brain.
EEG signal acquisition, due to the large amount of resistance and noise within the
environment between the electrode and the cortical neurons, requires signal amplification and
processing. Amplification of biosignals also amplifies noise along with the target signal, producing
undesired artifacts in the target signal. The most frequently occurring artifacts in a signal, such as
powerline noise, baseline wandering, or eye blinks may be removed by low pass filtering of the
signal. In order to investigate more specific changes in local areas of the brain or to compare
different regions of the brain during various activities, more sophisticated methods must be
employed utilizing the frequency domain of a signal. A brief overview of EEG signal processing is
provided in the next section.
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1.3

EEG Signal Processing Overview
The Fourier series is a method of representing any periodic waveform into a series of sines

and cosines of different fundamental frequencies. A continuous signal 𝑓(𝑡) can be broken down
into sine and cosine components as follows:
𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 cos 𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑎2 cos 2𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑏1 sin 𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑏2 sin 2𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛 sin 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡

𝑛 = 1,2,3, … , ∞
where 𝜔𝑜 =

2𝜋
𝑇

is the fundamental frequency;

1

𝑇 = 𝑓 is the fundamental period; n is the nth harmonic
0

This can be simplified to:
∞

𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑎0 + ∑(𝑎𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑏𝑛 sin 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡)
𝑛=1

A waveform can be represented as a single sinusoidal wave with a specific amplitude and phase
instead of a series of sines and cosines, as described below:
𝑐𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑛 ) = 𝑎𝑛 cos 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝑏𝑛 sin 𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡
𝑏

where 𝑐𝑛 = √𝑎𝑛 2 + 𝑏𝑛 2 and 𝜑𝑛 = tan−1 𝑎𝑛

𝑛

Thus,
∞

𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑐0 + ∑ 𝑐𝑛 cos(𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑛 )
𝑛=1
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And by applying Euler’s theorem one may arrive at the final result,
∞

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑐𝑛 𝑒 𝑗𝜋𝑛𝜔𝑜 𝑡
𝑛=−∞

The Fourier Transform of this series is defined as:
𝑇𝑜
2

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑋(𝑡) =

1
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗𝜋𝜔𝑜 𝑡 𝑑𝑡
𝑇𝑜
𝑇
− 𝑜
2

The continuous-time Fourier Transform (CTFT) is an extension of this classical Fourier Transform,
(FT) where time and frequency are continuous variables,
∞

𝐹𝑛 = 𝑋(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝑡
−∞

A special case of the CTFT is the continuous Fourier series (CFT), where time is continuous and
frequency is discrete, is:
∞

𝑋(𝜔) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝑡
−∞

The discrete case, the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), is an approximation of the CFT wherein the
integral is substituted with a summation since time and frequency are both discrete.
𝑁−1

𝑋[𝑘] = ∑ 𝑥[𝑛]𝑒 −𝑗𝜔𝑘𝑛
𝑛=0
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2𝜋𝑘

where 𝜔𝑘 = (𝑁𝑇 ) are the discrete frequencies and 𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1
𝑠

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) computes the DFT of an entire set of coefficients with a number of
operations proportional to 𝑁 log 2 𝑁 (as opposed to N2 operations for DFT). A complete derivation
of the FFT algorithm as well as excellent introductory and advanced theory may be found in
(McClellan and Schafer 2003; Lessard 2006; Semmlow 2004).
The power spectra of a signal may be obtained from its FFT by the following 3 steps:
1. Obtain Fourier coefficients
2. Multiply each coefficient of the autospectrum by its conjugate to get spectral power.
3. Cross spectral power is the product of one autospectrum by the second autospectrum.
The autospectrum and cross-spectrum are related by the Transform function 𝐻(𝜔). If two
continuous time signals are transformed to the frequency domain via FFT
𝑥(𝑡)𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦(𝑡) → 𝑋(𝜔)𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌(𝜔)
The following properties of the system must be defined:
𝑌(𝜔) = 𝐻(𝜔)𝑋(𝜔)
𝑌 ∗ (𝜔) = 𝐻 ∗ (𝜔)𝑋 ∗ (𝜔)
|𝑌(𝜔)|2 = |𝐻(𝜔)|2 |𝑋(𝜔)|2
where * signifies the complex conjugate.
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The autospectrum of two signals may be computed as:
𝐺̂𝑥𝑥 = ∑ 𝑋(𝜔)𝑋 ∗ (𝜔)

𝐺̂𝑦𝑦 = ∑ 𝑌(𝜔)𝑌 ∗ (𝜔) = |𝐻|2 𝐺̂𝑥𝑥

The cross-spectrum of two signals may be computed as:
𝐺̂𝑥𝑦 = ∑ 𝑋 ∗ (𝜔)𝑌(𝜔) = 𝐻(𝜔)|𝑋(𝜔)|2 = 𝐻𝐺̂𝑥𝑥
𝐺̂𝑦𝑥 = 𝐺̂ ∗ 𝑥𝑦 = 𝐻 ∗ 𝐺̂𝑥𝑥
Autospectral and cross-spectral power are akin to the average power in the signal at a certain FFT
bin, however due to the nature of this computation all phase information in the signal is lost. A
method of retaining phase information in spectral analysis is known as coherence estimation.
Coherence between two signals is defined as the square of the cross-spectrum divided by the
product of the two individual autospectra, as illustrated below:

𝛾𝑥𝑦

2

2
|𝐺̂𝑥𝑦 |
=
𝐺̂𝑥𝑥 𝐺̂𝑦𝑦

Interregional communication has been postulated to be the product of synchronous
oscillations between large populations of neurons, and may be investigated via EEG processing by
methods such event-related coherence (ERCoh) and task-related coherence (TRCoh) (Hummel and
Gerloff 2006). This lays the groundwork for quantifying the functional connectivity between
different regions of the brain during different task conditions measured by EEG in order to begin
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understanding the impact of multitasking on dynamic functional connectivity within the brain.
Understanding of the underlying neurophysiology for each task is essential for interpretation of EEG
data. Thus, the neurophysiology of the two tasks investigated in this thesis, visuomotor control and
working memory, is briefly reviewed.

1.4

Visuomotor (VM) Overview
Visuomotor control involves execution of a motor activity in response to a visual stimulus.

The environmental stimulus is processed within the visual cortex, which is located in the occipital
lobe of the brain and contributes, in part, to the diverse sensory system. The mechanism for motor
control involves synchronization of different regions including the cerebellum, basal ganglia,
premotor, secondary and primary motor cortex which incorporate, plan, fine tune and then send a
final signal down the nervous system to target motor units. Execution of motor tasks originates
from the motor cortex, which is located within the posterior frontal lobe. Sensory information is
processed within the somatosensory system, which is adjacent to the motor cortex and spans the
parietal lobe. Cognitive functions, otherwise known as the frontal executive, are responsible for
directing attention toward or away from certain stimuli. The connectivity between fronto-executive
and occipital/parietal sensory cortices during the execution of a visuomotor task has been
investigated, specifically noting a significant functional significance in the beta band (13-24 Hz) with
respect to large scale sensorimotor task execution (Heinzle, Wenzel, and Haynes 2012; Andres and
Gerloff 1999).
Synchronization between the visual and parietal as well as between parietal and
motor cortices increases in response to a sudden visual change, proposing evidence for visuomotor
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interaction associated with alpha and beta band power and coherence changes in response to visual
stimuli (Roelfsema et al. 1997). The visual load may be as simple as a cue which directs the subject
to execute specific actions, or as complex as a motor tracking or facial recognition task which
integrates cognitive processing. This visual stimulus is what prompts the subject to execute a specific
motor movement, or reaction, depending on the rate of stimulus delivery. The alpha (8-12 Hz) and
beta bands (12-24 Hz) are primarily associated with sensorimotor processing, showing characteristic
spatiotemporal patterns during activation, inhibition, and imagination of motor tasks with visual
cues (Neuper, Wörtz, and Pfurtscheller 2006). Of particular interest is the transition from one motor
condition to a second, such as a grip-ramp-grip paradigm investigated by Kilner et al. who suggested
that oscillatory activity in the motor system is important in resetting descending motor commands
during changes in motor state – corresponding to a heightened coherence in the upper alpha and
beta band between central and peripheral sites (2003). A strong relationship in beta band
oscillations between the somatosensory and motor cortices has been established, providing a
foundation for future investigations into higher level, multitask investigation (Baker 2007; Neuper,
Wörtz, and Pfurtscheller 2006). Theta band (4-8 Hz) oscillations have also been suggested to have
a sensorimotor-hippocampal synchrony

which supports further research into the effect of

multitasking on areas other than the sensory cortices (Bland and Oddie 2001; Wyble et al. 2004).
Rilk et al. investigated the coherence changes during a unimanual visuomotor task (2011). They
found that alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta1 (12-16 Hz) coherence decreased over central and occipital
areas during performance while alpha coherence between contralateral frontal and central areas
increased. A correlation between higher occipitocentral coherence and better performance was
established, which is logical considering the increased activation of sensorimotor regions. Increased
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frontocentral connectivity was associated with high tracking error, which suggests additional
activation of frontal control regions when the user experiences difficulty during task execution.
These regions act to inhibit processing of irrelevant information while simultaneously sharpening
focus onto relevant stimuli.
Daily human activity necessitates constant multitasking in order to consistently adapt
behavior in a dynamic environment with myriad distractions. As the number of both relevant and
irrelevant stimuli continues to increase, the mental load on the human brain associated with
maintaining relevant stimuli while concurrently disregarding irrelevant information increases. If
two actions are performed within a very short time scale, a phenomena known as the psychological
refractory period (PRP) will be encountered (Pashler 1994). PRP is the foundation of the central
bottleneck model which postulates that brain cannot process two functions simultaneously (Dux et
al. 2006). This applies to processing of stimuli in the same region, such that different types of stimuli
may not be mutually exclusive if they are processed in different parts of the brain. For example,
execution of two distinct motor tasks in different spatial orientations is considerably more difficult
(and results in higher error) than concurrent execution of a motor and cognitive task. Considering
each task as a separate modality, one may experience that two modalities originating from the same
brain region cannot be performed simultaneously without pause or very high error rate. This may
be exemplified by attempting to rotate one’s hand counterclockwise while simultaneously rotating
one’s ipsilateral leg clockwise. Two modalities originating from different brain regions may however
be executed simultaneously without considerable difficulty. Multitasking involving different
modalities shows increased error rate proportional to task difficulty. This has been proposed to be
an effect of two different phases of response behavior, known as response activation and response
11

distinction. Typically, multiple responses may be activated with ease by an individual, but the final
response selection is restricted to processing one task at a time (Lien and Proctor 2002).

This

applies to both sensorimotor and working memory task execution. Concurrent task execution has
been shown to have minimal effect on memory retrieval, whereas cued recall or semantic retrieval
exhibited memory impairment due to response selection (Rohrer and Pashler 2003).

During

concurrent task execution, memory processes are not adversely affected if the subject is allowed to
execute response selection according to a self-paced task switching paradigm. However, as tasks
are forced to be completed within a narrow time period of each other, response selections overlap
for multiple cues and result in degradation of both memory and task performance.

1.5

Working Memory (WM) Overview
Working memory (WM) is a type of memory process that is used to plan and carry out

behavior (Cowan 2008). WM has been described as a momentary and dynamically changing pattern
of recurrent activation of neural networks in mind for maintenance and manipulation of taskrelevant information (Gordon et al. 2012). Actually, WM is a sub-set of short-term memory (STM),
but the actual distinction between WM and STM has been highly debated. Multiple models of WM
exist to try and differentiate this process from short-term memory. Baddeley’s first model of WM
has 3 components: 1. General control system, i.e. the central executive, is thought to be responsible
for selection, initiation and termination of action, 2. Phonological Loop, which stores auditory based
information, and 3. The visuospatial sketch pad, which stores visual and spatial information (A.D.
Baddeley and Hitch 1974). Recently Baddeley also added a fourth component, the episodic buffer,
which links together visual, auditory and spatial information with respect to time (Baddeley 2000;
Repovs and Baddeley 2006; Alan D Baddeley, Allen, and Hitch 2011). Another model also exists
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which proposes correlation between higher intelligence and aptitude to WM tasks that do not
correlate to short-term memory tasks (Cowan 2008). Together these models provide a framework
for understanding WM function in task execution and, ultimately, multitasking.
Short-term memories have a limited capacity and duration whereas long-term memories
have a seemingly limitless capacity and duration. The transition from short to long term memory
involves rehearsal while the reverse mechanism is known as retrieval. As sensory information is
collected from the environment it is kept in a sensory register, which has a very large capacity but
is momentary. WM processes have been localized to neurons in the pre-frontal cortex (PFC), which
has three major regions (orbital, medial, and lateral) with connections to the brainstem, basal
ganglia, and limbic system.

The PFC is also involved in attention processes and long-term

memory/memory consolidation.

During retrieval of a memory, input from posterior cortex

activates PFC networks that remain active until the target task is complete (Fuster 2001).
The phases of working memory are broken down into expectation, encoding, maintenance
and retrieval. Expectation is the stage preceding the cue of a memory task. During encoding the
PFC develops a strong connection with sensory cortices processing relevant information while also
inhibiting signals from irrelevant stimuli – a phenomenon known as selective attention. Selective
attention is thought to be the mechanism by which items remain or become activated in mind.
Selective attention may operate by biasing sensory processing of relevant information and inhibiting
sensory processing of irrelevant information (Sreenivasan and Jha 2007). Selective attention was
thought to last during encoding, but recent studies suggest that selective attention continues into
the maintenance phase of WM (Gazzaley and Nobre 2012). Very little research has been made in
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the area of retrieval, due to this stage being very difficult to distinguish from the cumulative effects
of the preceding stages. However, the effect of multitasking and distraction on WM performance
have been documented. Functional imaging data has shown that during the expectation period
there is increased activity in the MFG and basal ganglia, which suggests that these regions are
responsible for increased selective processing by filtering out irrelevant data. Similarly, the
presence of distractions during the maintenance stage increased functional connectivity between
the MFG and visual areas thereby suggesting influence of top-down signals during WM maintenance
(Gazzaley and Nobre 2012).
There is a subtle distinction between distractions and interruptions: distractions are stimuli
that are entirely irrelevant and should be ignored while interruptions are interfering stimuli that
necessitate attention as a second task (Clapp, Rubens, and Gazzaley 2010). PFC involvement during
interference acts to allocate and maintain attention toward or away from the interference while
also reactivating the encoded information if maintenance is severely interrupted. This reactivation,
similar to retrieval, falls to lower success rates as the brain ages (Clapp et al. 2011). Distractions
which were similar to the memorandum impaired WM performance (Dolcos et al. 2007). For facial
recognition tasks, not only was WM impaired by distraction but the connection between the PFC
and the visual association cortex was also perturbed (Yoon, Curtis, and D’Esposito 2006). Weaver et
al. found that there is a bias toward performing a task that is associated with stimuli that were
recently encoded into WM, thus suggesting that WM can influence choice in a multitasking
environment (Huang and Pashler 2007; 2010). Event related fMRI has shown that the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) is associated with WM encoding and maintenance while the ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (vlPFC) is associated with inhibition of distraction (Dolcos et al. 2007).
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During the maintenance phase of WM, task related coherence increases in the beta band
(10-14 Hz) and decreases in the theta band (4-6 Hz) between prefrontal and posterior brain regions
(Haarmann and Cameron 2005). The phase and amplitude dynamics of alpha oscillations and their
association to working memory load had also been documented. Increases in WM load decreased
alpha power over, and decreased coherence between, the PFC and posterior parietal cortex (PPC)
thereby suggesting a role of alpha oscillation in inhibiting irrelevant sensorimotor processing
(Crespo-Garcia et al. 2013; Grimault et al. 2009). fMRI coherence analysis revealed PFC and PPC
influence on visual areas earlier than activity in the hippocampus during encoding and retrieval,
emphasizing the role of frontoparietal dynamics in basic memory operations (Miller and D’Esposito
2012). The frontoparietal functional connectivity mediated by top-down modulation of the prefrontal cortex has also been shown to have broad alpha-band phase coherence (Zanto et al. 2011).

1.6

Multitasking Overview
Multitasking, in this study, is defined as the constant switching between execution of

contemporaneous task conditions. Each task may require dynamic regulation of attention to a
different element of a stimulus, complex memory processing, or any other concurrent computation
of both sensory and cognitive processes. Switching tasks has been postulated to require a “task-set
reconfiguration” (TSR) which includes actions such as shifting attention, retrieving goal states or
condition action rules into WM, or enabling a different response set altogether (Monsell 2003).
Even with well-practiced “simple” tasks, the lower the time delays between the onset of task stimuli
the slower the reaction time (Levy, Pashler, and Boer 2006). For an excellent review on task
switching models the reader is referred to (Rubinstein, Meyer, and Evans 2001). Different methods
of analysis as well as conflicting conclusions have been reported in previous literature when
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investigating multitasking and functional connectivity. Independent component analysis (ICA)
analysis of dual-task driving in a virtual environment has shown power increase in theta and beta
bands over the frontal cortex along with alpha and beta power decreases over the motor area (Lin
et al. 2011). However Thatcher reported that any method of signal reconstruction involving ICA,
average reference, or Laplacian transforms severely distort physiological phase differences and
thereby invalidate coherence calculations (Thatcher 2012). Seemuler et al. argued that coherence
changes occurred during recognition, not during encoding or maintenance of WM. In the crossmodal study the theta coherence increased between central and occipital areas in comparison to
unimodal tasks (Seemüller, Müller, and Rösler 2012). However, as previously mentioned, analysis
of retrieval phase mechanisms is difficult to distinguish between the preceding phases. Studies in
this area are still new, leading to contradictory results or extension of previous findings. These
efforts are ongoing with the goal of establishing a solid theory of brain dynamics involved in neural
communication and functional connectivity between distant brain regions.
During multitasking, an interruption in both young and older adults results in disengagement
from the memory maintenance network and reallocation toward the interrupting stimulus with
recovery time decreasing with age (Clapp et al. 2011). This proposes a connection between neural
aging and effective communication within the brain. Neuronal populations are thought to oscillate
at various frequencies during activation. These oscillations change with time and are theorized to
be a dynamic method of communication between distant areas of the brain. Coherence analysis
compares the variance across spatially separated signals by comparing phase content. If both
sources have similar phase content, they are said to have phase synchrony and, as an extension,
high coherence. A theory of functional dynamics within the brain concerning switching between
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functional networks during execution of different tasks, known as Communication Through
Coherence (CTC), states that active, oscillating neuronal groups that have a similar pattern of
coherence are able to communicate effectively due to a high coherence between each other (Fries
2005). Cocchi et al. investigated concurrent visuomotor and working memory dual task effects on
dynamic functional connectivity using coherence estimation. Their study focused on beta and
gamma band modulation by dual task performance and found that dual task conditions increased
the beta coherence between the dorsofrontal-occipital regions, with higher coherence occurring
during low difficulty WM trials. Multitasking did not have any effect on prefrontal-occipital beta
coherence or inferior-frontal occipitoparietal gamma coherence – both of these, however,
increased under high WM load. WM maintenance is associated with dorsofrontal-occipital beta
coherence while visual processing is associated with prefrontal-occipital beta and inferior frontaloccipitoparietal gamma coherence (Cocchi, Toepel, et al. 2011). The effect of task difficulty has
recently been investigated on cortical networks using EEG coherence (Rietschel et al. 2012). The
results of their study were in agreement with the psychomotor efficiency hypothesis which suggests
that performance is mediated by efficiency in dynamic cortical connections. As difficulty increases,
so does cortical networking between premotor and sensory/execution/motor regions. Together
these two most recent studies set the precedent for the objective of this thesis study.

1.7

Objective
The effect of combined visuomotor and working memory multitasking across different

regions of the brain is still highly debated. Currently, the phase and amplitude relationships within
or across brain regions during different stages of working memory tasks in concurrent dual-task
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paradigms has not been addressed, as well as the effect of task difficulty on functional connectivity.
The specific aims of this thesis are
1)

To determine the effect of task difficulty on visuomotor and working memory
tasks. Difficulty is parallel to mental load in the regions responsible for processing
and executing a said task. The visuomotor task will have two levels of difficulty,
VM1 and VM2. Visuomotor task difficulty is expected to affect alpha and beta
coherence between frontocentral and occipitoparietal regions.

The working

memory task will have two levels of difficulty, WM1 and WM2. Unlike the
visuomotor task, the working memory task has phases of activity. The phases of
interest will be the encoding and maintenance phases. During the maintenance
phase the distraction cues are expected to increase fronto-occipital connections.
Beta coherence between frontoparietal areas will increase, while theta and alpha
coherence between frontoparietal areas should decrease.
2)

To investigate the effect of one (visuomotor or working memory) task on the
other during concurrent visuomotor/working memory multitasking. An added
working memory task during a concurrent dual task will require more cognitive
processing while an added visuomotor task will require more sensorimotor
processing. An added WM task is expected to increase fronto-occipital coherence
in the beta band. Centroparietal, occipitoparietal and intraoccipital coherence
should also increase in response to added stress on the sensorimotor system. As
a visuomotor task is added to the concurrent dual task, functional connections
associated with working memory are expected to increase in compensation. In a
18

high stress environment, constant task switching will lower the amount of time
available for encoding a stimulus into WM, resulting in decreased behavioral
performance. In response, the delta and theta coherence between frontal and
central regions is expected to increase.
3)

To investigate the change in functional connectivity between single visuomotor
and working memory task. The functional connectivity between VM and WM task
conditions is expected to increase between frontal (executive control) and
posterior (somatosensory) regions, as cognitive tasks incur more resources in the
frontal cortex than visuomotor tasks do. During WM task execution delta and
theta coherence should be highest between frontal and frontocentral regions. VM
task execution should have high alpha and beta coherence between fronto-parietal
and fronto-occipital regions.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1

Subjects
15 healthy subjects (9 males and 6 females) between the ages of 19 and 29 (m=22.6 ±2.35)

participated in this study. All subjects gave informed consent. None of the subjects received prior
training related to either the visuomotor or working memory tasks performed during the study nor
were any of the subjects informed of the experimental hypothesis. This protocol was approved by
the Institutional Review Board.

2.2

Experimental paradigm and behavioral task

The study was comprised of 3 types of tasks: visuomotor (VM) control, working memory (WM) task,
and combined VM+WM multitasking. The VM and WM tasks were further separated into two levels
of difficulty: 1 designating low difficulty and 2 designating high difficulty. The dual task condition
combined the higher difficulty of both tasks. In total each subject completed five separate sessions,
each lasting approximately 8-11 minutes depending on the difficulty of the WM task. The study
lasted for approximately two hours from start to finish.
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The order of sessions was as follows:
1. VM1
2. WM1
3. VM2
4. WM2
5. VM2 + WM2
Prior to data recording, each subject was given up to ten minutes of practice for each task.
The purpose of the practice period was to decrease any rapid learning components in both
behavioral and neurophysiological data in order to provide more robust results. The subjects each
sat in a chair in front of a monitor with a wireless keyboard placed according to each subject’s
preference. During the visuomotor task session the subject was instructed to actively navigate a
cue moving with constant velocity along a pre-designed track using the keyboard. Within this track
was a green line onto which the subject was instructed not to deviate from. Every deviation outside
of this line increased the subject’s total error.
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Fig 2. Visuomotor task. The upper track illustrates the low difficulty condition, while the lower track
illustrates the higher difficulty condition. The first half of the tracks exemplifies ideal navigation
along the center line, whereas the second half of the tracks exemplifies navigation error. The latter
would increase the RMS error value while the former would not. Lower RMS error signified better
VM control. The cue moved with a constant speed along the track, and a pre-set disruption factor
was included to randomly re-adjust the trajectory of the navigation cue during the trial. This
ensured that the subject would constantly operate the navigation cue without entering into an
“autopilot” or idle mindset.
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The working memory task was broken down into 3 phases: encoding, maintenance, and
retrieval. The encoding phase involved the memorization of two patterns of numbers. Each pattern
was randomly generated within a matrix either side of a monitor approximately 60 cm in front of
the subject. A yellow prompt cue was displayed for 2 seconds followed by a half second rest prior
to the maintenance phase. The maintenance phase varied according to the difficulty level of the
WM task. WM1 had a maintenance phase of 4 seconds, while the WM2 task had a maintenance
phase of 8 seconds. During this maintenance phase white patterns similar to the prompt cue were
generated every half second. The purpose of these distractions was to enhance activity during the
WM maintenance phase. Another half second rest period separated the maintenance and retrieval
phases. During the retrieval phase the subject was presented with green colored probe stimuli. If
the probe cue matched the prompt cue, i.e. both matrices were identical in both numerical and
spatial orientation, then the subject was instructed to press a key to acknowledge the positive
match. The number of correct positive responses as well as the subject’s reaction time during the
retrieval phase was recorded. At the end of the retrieval phase the subject was given three seconds
of rest before the next trial began.
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Fig. 3. Working Memory task. Encoding phase is yellow, maintenance phase is white and retrieval
phase is green. The encoding and retrieval phase patterns were both displayed for 2 seconds. The
maintenance phase patterns were displayed for either 4 or 8 seconds, depending on the task
difficulty. During the WM task the subject was instructed to press a key if the prompt cue (yellow)
matched the probe cue (green) while attempting to disregard the distraction cues (white). The
reaction time of the subject was recorded during each task positive (TP) event as well as the total
percent correct. These two parameters, as well as RMS error recorded from the VM task, composed
the behavioral analysis of this study.
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The multitasking session involved the combination of both VM and WM tasks. The subject
was instructed to simultaneously navigate the VM cue along the track while also paying attention
and reacting to the WM cues. The sessions were not randomized since the logical progression from
execution of each task individually (VM or WM) to combined execution during multitasking was
designed with the intent of further lowering rapid learning effects. Before data recording, the
subject was allowed up to ten minutes of practice to increase comfort with each session and further
reduce rapid learning effects. The first multitasking session had the highest mental load on the
subject due to both constant task switching and prolonged retention of information within WM.
Subject fatigue may contribute to negative correlations in the behavioral and neurophysiological
data. To reduce this artifact, regular breaks were given in-between sessions to allow the subjects
to rejuvenate, especially toward the end of the study.
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Fig. 4. Combined WM+VM multitasking, WM encoding phase with concurrent VM task. In the figure
both the VM cue and prompt cues are visible. The prompt cue would only be visible for two seconds.
The subject was only required to divert visual attention from the track long enough to memorize
the prompt cue, after which they continued navigating the VM cue along the track.
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Fig. 5. Combined VM+WM multitasking, WM maintenance phase with concurrent VM task. Each
second during the maintenance phase the subject was exposed with distraction cues similar to the
prompt cue. The total distraction period lasted 8 seconds. The subject was instructed to ignore
these visual stimuli, while continuing to navigate the VM cue along the track.
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Fig. 6. Combined VM+WM multitasking, WM retrieval phase with concurrent VM task. During the
retrieval phase of the WM task, a probe cue appeared before the subject. The subject was
instructed to press a key if the probe cue matched the prompt cue from the WM encoding phase.
During a task positive event (TP) the subject was instructed press a key while concurrently navigating
the VM cue along the track. Sometimes both actions would require motor input, posing a PRP
problem when the subject would be unable to perform both steering and task confirmation
simultaneously. The subject had to rapidly switch between task in this higher stress environment
or risk increasing error rates (either % correct or RMS error). After this phase the subject was
allowed 3 seconds to rest before the next trial began.
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The memory task could potentially have 9 different numbers in each matrix, for a total of 18
different numbers generated in a random arrangement. However, many studies have reported that
the capacity limit for the number of discrete items that can be stored in working memory is 3 or 4
(Luck and Vogel 1997; Vogel, Woodman, and Luck 2001; Woodman, Luck, and Schall 2007; Zhang
and Luck 2008). This theory has been contended by Cowan who argued that memory capacity is
limitless and selective attention is the limiting factor in visual working memory (2008). With this in
mind, the number of items to be memorized in each matrix was set to 3. The numbers were
randomly generated into each matrix for the prompt and distraction cues. For TP events, the probe
cue was the same as the prompt cue; however for TN events a randomly generated probe cue was
presented.

2.3

Data acquisition and processing
EEG was recording from 15 Ag/AgCl actiCAP active electrodes (Brain Products GmbH,

Gilching, Germany) (F1 F2 F3 FZ F4 T3 T4 C3 CZ C4 P3 PZ P4 O1 O2) and secured by an elastic cap
(Electro-Cap International, Inc. Easton, OH, USA) in accordance to the international 10-20 system
with reference and ground electrodes near the frontal and central lobe, respectively. Signals from
all channels were amplified (g.tec GmbH, Schiedlberg, Austria), band pass filtered (0.1-100 Hz) as
well as band stop notch filtered to remove power line noise and digitized (𝑓𝑠 =256 Hz). Digital signals
were saved and processed offline using a HP workstation using custom a MATLAB (MathWorks,
Natick MA) Toolbox: Brain-computer interface to virtual reality (Bai et al. 2007).
The EEG data was first separated into two categories of epochs, task-positive (TP) and tasknegative (TN) events. TP events required that the probe and prompt cues match, whereas TN events
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required probe and prompt cues to not match. Within these two categories, 3 different regions
were epoched according to the WM task phases: encoding, maintenance and retrieval. The VM
task produced constant, ongoing activity which could be arbitrarily epoched. Epoching was different
for working memory tasks, depending on the task difficulty. The encoding cue was given at the
beginning of the trial and lasted for 2 seconds. The encoding phase epoch, which was the same for
both TP and TN events, was made for each event. These epochs were then concatenated prior to
signal analysis. The maintenance/retention phase was similarly epoched for both TP and TN events
half a second after the prompt cue disappeared and lasted for either 4 seconds (WM1) or 8 seconds
(WM2). Lastly, the retrieval phase was epoched for 2 seconds after the probe cue was shown. The
TP and TN events were only different during the retrieval phase, however this phase was not
investigated in this study.

Fig. 7. Experimental paradigm for lower level working memory task difficulty. A prompt cue
initiated each trial, during which the subject had exactly two seconds to memorize two numerical
patterns. The maintenance phase lasted for four seconds. Each second a new distraction pattern,
similar to the prompt cue, was presented for a total of 4 different distraction cues during the
maintenance phase. The probe cue alerted the subjects of the retrieval phase, which required
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comparison of probe and prompt cues. If the cues matched, then the subject was instructed to
press a key to acknowledge a positive match (TP event). If the cues did not match, the subject did
nothing. A three second rest period marked the end of one trial. Each block in the diagram above
represents the exact duration of each cue during one trial. The entire trial length was 9 seconds.
Table 1. Epoch periods for lower difficulty working memory task (WM1).
Phase of Working Memory

Epoch Period (seconds)

Encoding phase epoch

0–2

Maintenance phase epoch

2.5– 6.5

Retrieval phase epoch

7–9

Fig. 8. Experimental paradigm for higher level working memory task difficulty. The only difference
between this paradigm and the previous paradigm is the length of the maintenance phase, which
was 8 seconds instead of 4 seconds. By doubling the length of the maintenance phase, encoded
information would have to be retained longer thereby involving more processing to ignore
distraction cues while simultaneously retaining the encoding cue. The total duration of this trial was
14 seconds.
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Table 2. Epoch periods for lower difficulty working memory task (WM2).

2.4

Phase of Working Memory

Epoch Period (seconds)

Encoding phase epoch

0–2

Maintenance phase epoch

2.5– 10.5

Retrieval phase epoch

11 – 13

Computational Algorithm
The first step in data processing was to implement an LMS-based artifact removal algorithm

to correct for eye-movement related artifacts (e.g. blinking). The eye-movement artifact filter was
set to a threshold of 50 and referenced to EEG channels 1 (FP1) and 2 (FP2). Next, common
reference was applied to channels 1 and 2. The common reference is important in minimizing phase
distortion or inflation in the coherence calculation by decreasing volume conduction effects
(Thatcher 2012). The next step was to apply task-related coherence (TRCoh) analysis to each epoch
using spectral estimation. The TRCoh data set was composed of a three dimensional matrix which
included including the bin, total number of channels and total number of electrodes, respectively.
The TRCoh was calculated using a fast-Fourier transform (FFT) length of 64, a Hamming window with
a sliding length of 16, and segment length of 64. The TRCoh was calculated with respect to the
encoding and maintenance phase of WM for both TP and TN events, resulting in a total of 4 TRCoh
data sets per WM session. The VM TRCoh epoch was the same as the WM TRCoh encoding phase
epoch, resulting in 2 TRCoh data sets per VM session. The multitasking condition was also epoched
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according to the encoding phase of WM, resulting in 2 TRCoh data sets. The TP and TN events were
combined together prior to statistical analysis, since these two event conditions were the same prior
to the retrieval phase.
A t-test was used to compare each coherence value for every electrode pair. If the
confidence interval was significant (p<0.05) between two distinct electrode pairs, then those two
locations were considered to have phase synchrony and, by extension, underlying neuroanatomical
connectivity. These significant connections were plotted onto a Coherence map. The functional
connections varied in color according to the strength of their significance. On one end of the
spectrum dark red lines indicated p<0.001 while on the other end of the spectrum dark blue lines
indicated p<0.05. Each connection was then grouped according to the two regions the connections
spanned. For example, all coherence values from the frontal and parietal regions were averaged to
give a mean frontoparietal coherence. This calculation was performed for five conditions: 1) VM1
and VM2, 2) WM1 and WM2, 3) VM and concurrent VM+WM, 4) WM and concurrent VM+WM and
5) VM and WM.

2.5

Behavioral Performance
Behavioral performance was assessed with 3 parameters: total percentage correct, average

reaction time, and root-mean-square (RMS) error. For the visuomotor task the mean deviation from
the center line was calculated as the RMS distance from the origin, to assess how well the subject
navigated along the track. For the working memory task, two parameters assessed behavioral
performance: total percentage correct and average reaction time. The total percentage correct
was determined by how many of the total task positive events the subject correctly acknowledged.
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Average reaction time was calculated by averaging the length of time between the presentation of
the TP probe cue and the subject pressing a key to acknowledge said event. The concurrent dual
task condition included all three parameters. A t-test was performed on the mean of each
parameter between two task conditions and then plotted as a bar graph.
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Chapter 3

Results

3.1

Overview
Behavioral results included the mean and variance for the total percentage correct, average

reaction time, and RMS error. These results were presented for each of the three task conditions
indicated below. Coherence results were similarly broken into these three sections. Each task
condition was separated into 6 frequency bands of interest. Two types of visualizations were
provided: a coherence map and a coherence graph. The coherence map displayed the significance
level between two pairs of electrodes according to their coherence values. The coherence graph
then displayed the change in coherence across different regions of interest between two tasks.
First, change in functional connectivity due to change in task difficulties was investigated for
both visuomotor and working memory tasks. Next, the effect of one task (VM or WM) on the other
(VM+WM) at a constant difficulty was investigated. Lastly, the change in functional connectivity
between two different tasks at a constant difficulty was investigated. The task conditions analyzed,
in order, were:
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i.

Visuomotor task difficulty level 1 and level 2 ………...…………………………. (VM1 – VM2)

ii.

Working memory task difficulty level 1 and level 2 ….………………....…. [WM1 – (WM2)]

iii.

Visuomotor task and concurrent dual task .…………….….………………… [VM –( VM+WM)]

iv.

Working memory task and concurrent dual task …….………………….. [WM – (VM+WM)]

v.

Visuomotor task and working memory task ………………....…..………………… (VM – WM)

Coherence analysis was performed between each pair of 15 electrodes. The result was a 15
by 15 matrix of coherence values. Results were grouped according to 3 factors: 1) the task conditions
involved, e.g. VM – WM, 2) the phase of working memory and 3) the frequency band of interest.
The frequency bands of interest included the delta (0-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta1
(12-16 Hz), beta2 (16-20 Hz) and beta3 (20-24 Hz) frequencies. A t-test was performed to estimate
the significance of functional connectivity between two different task conditions. The pairs with
the highest significant coherence had p values near zero whereas less significant coherence
connections correlated with p values near 0.05. The inverse p value was calculated by subtracting
each p value from 0.05. Functional connections were categorized into 3 tiers according to the
following statistical ranges:
i.

“Tier 1,” having significance above 0.02 (p<0.02). Dark red to yellow on color map.

ii.

“Tier 2,” having a significance between 0.02 and 0.03 (0.02<p<0.03). Yellow to cyan
on color map.

iii.

“Tier 3,” having a significance above 0.03 (0.03<p<0.05). Cyan to dark blue on color
map.
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The coherence graph shows the change in mean coherence between two task conditions
across various regions of interest. Each bar represents the mean coherence value between the
statistically significant functional areas (from the coherence map) for all 15 subjects.

Only

statistically significant connections (p<0.05) were included in the analysis of coherence change
between tasks. The variance of the coherence is also included in each data set.

Naming for

functional connections between regions of interest was abbreviated by two letters signifying the
origin and destination of the connection, e.g. “FC” stands for frontocentral. The abbreviations are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 3. Abbreviations of brain regions.
Brain Region

Electrodes Spanned

Abbreviation

Frontal Region

F1, F2, F3, FZ, F4

F

Central Region

C3, CZ, C4

C

Parietal Region

P3, PZ, P4

P

Occipital Region

O1, O2

O
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3.2

Behavioral Results

Fig. 9. RMS percent error. This showed the total percent deviation from the middle green line on
the track of the visuomotor task. The mean RMS error across all subjects was calculated (p < 0.005)
for the visuomotor and the concurrent dual task conditions and then subtracted from the maximum
error possible. This deviation was then recorded as a percentage for each subject. The mean
percent error was then displayed for both levels of VM task difficulty and the multitasking tasks.
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Fig. 10. Total Percent Correct. The total percent of task positive events correctly acknowledged was
recorded for each subject. The mean percentage correct for each task condition was calculated.
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Fig. 11. Average Response Time. The average response time recorded how long the subject would
take to acknowledge a task positive probe cue after the cue appeared before them. The mean
response time across all subjects calculated for both the working memory task and the concurrent
dual task.
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3.2

Visuomotor task, low and high difficulty.

Fig. 12. VM1 and VM2, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: left posterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
occipital, 2) middle central to middle parietal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
anterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to right occipital.
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Fig. 13. VM1 and VM2, Delta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between the two visuomotor task
difficulty conditions within the delta band. The higher difficulty condition had a lower coherence
across the intrafrontal, fronto-occipital and centroparietal regions.
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Fig. 14. VM1 and VM2, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left posterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to middle central.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to right
parietal, 2) right posterofrontal to right central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: right anterofrontal to right
parietal.
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Fig. 15. VM1 and VM2, Alpha band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between the two visuomotor task
difficulty conditions within the alpha band. The higher difficulty condition had a higher coherence
between the intrafrontal region while the lower difficulty condition had higher coherence between
the frontocentral and frontoparietal regions.
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Fig. 16. VM1 and VM2, Beta1 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to right
parietal, 2) right posterofrontal to right parietal, 3) middle central to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
parietal, 2) left temporal to left occipital, 3) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
parietal and right parietal, 2) right anterofrontal to left parietal.
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Fig. 17. VM1 and VM2, Beta1 band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between the two visuomotor task
difficulty conditions within the beta1 band. The higher difficulty condition had a lower coherene
between the frontoparietal region. The coherence between centro-occipital and intraoccipital
regions was approximately unchanged between the two difficulties.
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Fig. 18. VM1 and VM2, Beta2 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) middle posterofrontal to right
temporal, 2) right temporal to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to right
parietal, 2) right posterofrontal to right parietal, 3) middle central to right central, 4) right central to
right parietal, 5) middle posterofrontal to left temporal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
parietal, 2) right anterofrontal to right occipital, 3) left parietal to left occipital.
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Fig. 19. VM1 and VM2, Beta2 band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between the two visuomotor task
difficulty conditions within the beta2 band. During higher difficulty condition coherence decreased
between frontoparietal and fronto-occipital regions and increased between centroparietal region.
Coherence remained approximately unchanged between high and low difficulties for the parietooccipital functional connection.
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Fig. 20. VM1 and VM2, Beta3 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left parietal to left occipital, 2)
right anterofrontal to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
occipital, right occipital, and middle parietal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: left anterofrontal to left parietal.
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Fig. 21. VM1 and VM2, Beta3 band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between the two visuomotor task
difficulty conditions within the beta3 band. During higher difficulty condition coherence between
the frontocentral, frontoparietal and fronto-occipital regions decreased while coherence between
parieto-occipital region increased.
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3.3

Working memory task, low and high difficulty.

Fig. 22. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to middle posterofrontal, middle parietal, and left parietal, 3)
middle posterofrontal to middle parietal and right central, 4) middle parietal to left parietal, left
occipital and right occipital, 5) left parietal to right parietal, left occipital and right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
occipital, 2) right anterofrontal to left parietal and right parietal, 3) middle posterofrontal to left
central and left parietal, 4) middle parietal to left occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
parietal, 2) right posterofrontal to middle parietal, 3) left central to right temporal, 4) left temporal
to right temporal, 5) left occipital to right occipital.
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Fig. 23. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Delta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the encoding phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the delta band. Coherence increased during the
higher difficulty condition for all of the following functional connections: intrafrontal, frontocentral,
frontoparietal, occipitofrontal, intraparietal, occipitoparietal, and intraoccipital.
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Fig. 24. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Theta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal and right occipital, 2) left anterofrontal to right occipital, 3) middle posterofrontal to
left central, 4) left central to right temporal, 5) middle parietal to left parietal and right occipital, 6)
left parietal to left occipital and right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to middle posterofrontal and left occipital, 3) left temporal to
right temporal, 4) middle parietal to left parietal and left occipital, 5) left parietal to right parietal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
central, 2) right anterofrontal to left parietal and right parietal, 3) middle posterofrontal to right
central.
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Fig. 25. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Theta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the encoding phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the theta band. The coherence between the
following regions increased during the higher difficulty condition: intrafrontal, frontocentral,
frontoparietal, occipitofrontal, intraparietal and occipitalparietal.
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Fig. 26. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: left anterofrontal to right central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
central, 2) left central to right temporal.
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Fig. 27. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Alpha band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the encoding phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the alpha band. The coherence between the
frontocentral region increased during the higher difficulty condition.
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Fig. 28. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Beta3 Band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: left temporal to left occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: left temporal to right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: right posterofrontal to right
parietal.
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Fig. 29. WM1 and WM2, Encoding phase, Beta3 band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the encoding phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the beta3 band. The coherence between the
frontoparietal region decreased during the higher difficulty condition.
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Fig. 30. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: right posterofrontal to left
central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: left parietal to left occipital
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Fig. 31. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Delta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the maintenance phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the delta band. The coherence between the
frontocentral region decreased during the higher difficulty condition.
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Fig. 32. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Theta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: right posterofrontal to left
central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: left parietal to left occipital.
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Fig. 33. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Theta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the maintenance phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the theta band. The coherence between the
frontocentral region decreased during the higher difficulty condition.
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Fig. 34. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: left temporal to left central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: right posterofrontal to left
central.
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Fig. 35. WM1 and WM2, Maintenance phase, Alpha band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values during the maintenance phase of the two
working memory task difficulty conditions within the alpha band. The coherence between the
frontocentral region decreased during the higher difficulty condition.
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3.4

Visuomotor task and concurrent dual task

Fig. 36. VM and VM+WM, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to right posterofrontal, 3) left posterofrontal to right
posterofrontal, right central and right temporal, 4) right posterofrontal to left central and left
temporal, 5) middle posterofrontal to left occipital, right occipital, and right parietal, 6) left central
to left temporal, 7) right parietal to right occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle anterofrontal, 2)
left posterofrontal to left central, 3) middle posterofrontal to middle parietal, 4) right central to right
temporal.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) middle posterofrontal to right posterofrontal
and left parietal, 2) left posterofrontal to right parietal.
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Fig. 37. VM and VM+WM, Delta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working memory
task conditions within the delta band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the frontofrontal, fronto-central, fronto-parietal, fronto-occipital and centro-occipital regions.
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Fig. 38. VM and VM+WM, Theta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to right posterofrontal, 3) left posterofrontal to right
posterofrontal, right central, and right temporal, 4) right posterofrontal to left central and left
temporal, 5) middle posterofrontal to left occipital, left parietal, middle parietal, right occipital and
right parietal, 6) left central to left temporal, 7) right central to right temporal, 8) right parietal to
right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to left central and left parietal, 3) middle posterofrontal to left
parietal, 4) right posterofrontal to left parietal and right central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left central
and right occipital, 2) middle posterofrontal to right anterofrontal and right posterofrontal.
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Fig. 39. VM and VM+WM, Theta band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working memory
task conditions within the theta band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the frontofrontal, fronto-central, fronto-parietal, and centro-occipital regions.
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Fig. 40. VM and VM+WM, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to left temporal, left central, left parietal, left occipital, and
right posterofrontal, 3) left posterofrontal to right posterofrontal, right central, and right temporal,
4) middle posterofrontal to left occipital, right occipital, and right parietal, 5) right posterofrontal to
left central and left temporal, 6) left central to left temporal, 7) middle parietal to right occipital, 8)
right parietal to left occipital and right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
anterofrontal, right parietal and right occipital, 2) middle posterofrontal to right posterofrontal and
left parietal, 3) right posterofrontal to left parietal, 4) left central to left parietal, 5) left parietal to
left temporal, 6) middle parietal to left occipital, 7) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
posterofrontal and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to left occipital, 3) left central to right central,
4) middle central to middle parietal and left occipital, 5) middle parietal to left parietal.
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Fig. 41. VM and VM+WM, Alpha band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the alpha band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the
fronto-central, fronto-parietal, fronto-occipital and posterio-occipital regions.
coherence was only marginally higher during multitasking.
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Intrafrontal

Fig. 42. VM and VM+WM, Beta1 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
posterofrontal, right temporal and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to left posterofrontal and left
parietal, 3) left posterofrontal to right posterofrontal, middle posterofrontal and right temporal, 4)
right posterofrontal to left temporal, 5) left central to left parietal, 6) left parietal to left temporal,
7) middle central to left occipital and right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
anterofrontal and middle posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to middle posterofrontal, 3) left
posterofrontal to right central, 4) right posterofrontal to left temporal, 5) left central to right
occipital, 6) left temporal to right parietal, 7) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to left
temporal, 2) left parietal to right occipital.
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Fig. 43. VM and VM+WM, Beta1 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta1 band. Coherence within the Intrafrontal and and between
the centro-occipital regions was higher during the visuomotor task. Multitasking coherence was
higher between the fronto-central and within the intraoccipital regions.
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Fig. 44. VM and VM+WM, Beta2 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
occipital, right parietal, and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to right occipital and right parietal,
3) left posterofrontal to right temporal, 4) right posterofrontal to left parietal and left occipital, 5)
left parietal to middle parietal, right parietal and right occipital, 6) middle parietal to left occipital
and right occipital, 7) right parietal to left occipital, 8) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
parietal and middle parietal, 2) right anterofrontal to left parietal and middle parietal, 3) left
posterofrontal to right parietal, 4) right posterofrontal to left temporal and right parietal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to middle
parietal, 2) left posterofrontal to right occipital, 3) right posterofrontal to middle parietal, 4) right
parietal to right occipital.
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Fig. 45. VM and VM+WM, Beta2 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta2 band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the
fronto-central, fronto-parietal, fronto-occipital, intraparietal, postero-occipital and intraoccipital
regions.
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Fig. 46. VM and VM+WM, Beta3 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
parietal, middle parietal, right occipital, right parietal, and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to
middle parieteal, right parietal, and right central, 3) left posterofrontal to left parietal and left
occipital, 4) left parietal to right parietal and right occipital, 5) middle parietal to right parietal, 6)
right parietal to left occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to left
parietal, 2) middle central to right central, 3) left posterofrontal to middle parietal, 4) right parietal
to right occipital, 5) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
occipital, 2) left posterofrontal to right parietal, 3) right posterofrontal to left parietal, 4) middle
parietal to left parietal.
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Fig. 47. VM and VM+WM, Beta3 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta3 band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the
fronto-central, fronto-parietal, fronto-occipital, intracentral, intraparietal, postero-parietal and
intraoccipital regions.
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3.4

Working memory task and concurrent dual task

Fig. 48. WM and VM+WM, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left posterofrontal to right
parietal and right occipital, 2) middle posterofrontal to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) middle posterofrontal to left
occipital, 2) left central to right temporal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right posterofrontal to left parietal.
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Fig. 49. WM and VM+WM, Delta band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the delta band. Multitasking coherence increased between the
intrafrontal, fronto-parietal and fronto-occipital regions.
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Fig. 50. WM and VM+WM, Theta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left posterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal, right parietal and right occipital, 2) middle posterofrontal to right occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: middle posterofrontal to left
occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right posterofrontal to left parietal, 3) left central to right temporal.
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Fig. 51. WM and VM+WM, Theta band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the theta band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the
intrafrontal, fronto-parietal and fronto-occipital regions.
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Fig. 52. WM and VM+WM, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: middle posterofrontal to right
occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: left posterofrontal to right
occipital and left temporal.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) left posterofrontal to middle posterofrontal and right parietal, 3) middle
posterofrontal to right parietal and left occipital.
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Fig. 53. WM and VM+WM, Alpha band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the alpha band. Multitasking coherence was higher between the
intrafrontal, fronto-parietal and fronto-occipital regions.
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Fig. 54. WM and VM+WM, Beta1 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left posterofrontal to right
parietal, 2) middle posterofrontal to right posterofrontal, 3) right posterofrontal to right occipital,
4) middle central to left parietal and right central.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal and middle central, 2) left posterofrontal to middle parietal, 3) middle parietal to
right occipital.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) middle posterofrontal to left
posterofrontal and right parietal, 2) right posterofrontal to right parietal, 3) middle central to
middle parietal and right temporal.
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Fig. 55. WM and VM+WM, Beta1 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta1 band. Working memory task coherence was higher
between the frontocentral and centroparietal regions. Multitasking coherence was higher
between the intrafrontal, frontoparietal, fronto-occipital and intracentral regions.
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Fig. 56. WM and VM+WM, Beta2 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to middle
posterofrontal and right posterofrontal, 2) middle posterofrontal to right occipital, 3) right
posterofrontal to right occipital and left temporal.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal and middle central, 2) left posterofrontal to middle parietal, 3) left temporal to
right central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to right
occipital, 2) middle posterofrontal to left parietal and left occipital, 3) middle central to right
central and left occipital, 4) left central to left parietal.
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Fig. 57. WM and VM+WM, Beta2 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of mean coherence values between visuomotor and
working memory task conditions within the beta2 band. Working memory task coherence was
higher between frontocentral and centroparietal regions. Multitasking coherence was higher
between intrafrontal, frontoparietal, fronto-occipital, and intracentral regions.
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Fig. 58. WM and VM+WM, Beta3 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: middle posterofrontal to left
occipital.
Tier 2 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to right
occipital, 2) left temporal to middle central.
Tier 3 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left posterofrontal to left
temporal and left parietal, 2) middle posterofrontal to left parietal, 3) left parietal to left occipital.
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Fig. 59. WM and VM+WM, Beta3 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of mean coherence values between visuomotor and
working memory task conditions within the beta3 band. Multitasking was higher between the
parieto-occipital regions, frontoparietal and fronto-occipital regions.
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3.5

Single visuomotor task and working memory task

Fig. 60. VM and WM, Delta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
central, 2) right anterofrontal to left and middle central, 3) left posterofrontal to middle and right
posterofrontal, 4) left posterofrontal to right central and right temporal, 5) right posterofrontal
to left central and left temporal, 6) middle central to left and right parietal, 7) middle parietal to
left and right occipital, 8) left parietal to middle parietal and left occipital, 9) right parietal to left
and right occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle central, 2)
right anterofrontal to left parietal and left temporal, 3) right central to right parietal, 4) left
parietal to right occipital, 5) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right occipital, 2) right
anterofrontal to right posterofrontal, 3) left central to left parietal.
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Fig. 61. VM and WM Delta band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and
working memory task conditions within the delta frequency band. Fronto-central, frontoparietal, fronto-occipital, centro-parietal, parieto-occipital and intraoccipital coherence
increased during the working-memory task. Fronto-frontal coherence decreased during the
working-memory task. One can see that functional connectivity is higher during the encoding
phase of working memory than during a visuomotor task between every area except intrafrontal.
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Fig. 62. VM and WM, Theta band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right
central and middle central, 2) right anterofrontal to left temporal, left central, left temporal and
right posterofrontal, 3) left, middle and right posterofrontal, 4) left posterofrontal to right central
and right temporal, 5) right posterofrontal to left temporal and left central, 6) middle central to
left parietal and left occipital, 7) right central to right temporal, 8) left parietal to right occipital,
9) middle parietal to left and right occipital, 10) right parietal to left and right occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) middle posterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to left parietal, 3) left parietal to middle parietal and right
occipital, 4) left and right occipital.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left occipital, right
occipital, and right temporal, 2) middle posterofrontal to left temporal, 3) right anterofrontal to
left occipital, 4) right central to middle parietal, right parietal, and right parietal.
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Fig. 63. VM and WM, Theta band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and
working memory task conditions within the theta band. Working memory coherence is higher
between fronto-central, centro-parietal and parieto-occipital areas, while visuomotor coherence
is higher between intrafrontal regions. Functional connectivity is higher during the working
memory task than during the visuomotor task in each region except fronto-frontal.
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Fig. 64. VM and WM, Alpha band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to middle
central and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to left temporal, left central, and middle parietal,
3) left posterofrontal to right posterofrontal, 4) left posterofrontal to right central and right
parietal, 5) right posterofrontal to left temporal and left central, 6) right central to left temporal
and left parietal, 7) middle central to middle parietal, 8) right central to middle parietal, right
parietal, and right temporal, 9) middle parietal to left and right occipital, 10) left parietal to right
parietal, 11) right parietal to left and right occipital, 12) left and right occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right anterofrontal,
2) left anterofrontal to left occipital and right temporal, 3) right anterofrontal to left parietal, 4)
middle central to left parietal, 5) left temporal to left parietal.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right posterofrontal
and right parietal, 2) right anterofrontal to middle parietal, 3) middle parietal to left parietal and
right parietal, 4) left parietal to left occipital.
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Fig. 65. VM and WM, Alpha band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the alpha band. Coherence between the fronto-central, frontoparietal, fronto-occipital, centroparietal, postero-occipital and intraoccipital regions is higher
during the working memory task. Coherence between intrafrontal regions is higher during the
visuomotor task. Overall, coherence is higher during the working memory task than during the
visuomotor task.
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Fig. 66. VM and WM, Beta1 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, middle posterofrontal, and right posterofrontal, 2) right anterofrontal to left
posterofrontal, middle posterofrontal, left central, and middle central, 3) left posterofrontal and
right posterofrontal, 4) right posterofrontal to left central, 4) left central to left parietal, 5) middle
central to middle parietal.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) left and right occipital, 2) left
posterofrontal to middle parietal.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right anterofrontal,
2) left anterofrontal to right temporal, 3) right posterofrontal to left temporal, 4) left
posterofrontal to middle parietal, 5) right anterofrontal to left temporal, 6) left central to left
temporal, 7) middle central to right occipital.
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Fig. 67. VM and WM, Beta1 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and
working memory task conditions within the beta1 band. Coherence between the fronto-central
and centro-parietal regions was higher during the working memory task. Coherence between
the intrafrontal, fronto-parietal and intraoccipital regions was higher during the visuomotor task.
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Fig. 68. VM and WM, Beta2 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
parietal, left occipital, central parietal, right occipital, right parietal, and right central, 2) middle
central to left occipital and right occipital, 3) right parietal to left occipital, 4) left occipital to right
occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) right anterofrontal to left parietal, middle
parietal, and right parietal, 2) left parietal to middle parietal, 3) right central to left occipital, 4)
left parietal to right parietal, 5) middle central to left occipital.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left central, 2) right
posterofrontal to left parietal, 3) middle parietal to right occipital.
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Fig. 69. VM and WM, Beta2 band coherence graph.
The results above show the comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta2 band. Coherence between the fronto-central, frontoparietal, fronto-occipital, parieto-occipital and intraoccipital regions was higher during the
working memory task. Coherence between the centro-occipital regions was higher during the
visuomotor task. Overall coherence was higher during the working memory task.
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Fig. 70. VM and WM, Beta3 band coherence map.
Tier 1 connections were observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to left
occipital, middle parietal, right parietal, and right central, 2) right anterofrontal to middle
parietal, 3) left occipital to right occipital.
Tier 2 was observed between the following regions: 1) middle central to left occipital, 2) left
anterofrontal to right occipital and left parietal, 3) right anterofrontal to right parietal, 4) middle
posterofrontal to right temporal, 5) middle parietal to right occipital.
Tier 3 was observed between the following regions: 1) left anterofrontal to right anterofrontal,
2) left temporal to left parietal.
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Fig. 71. VM and WM, Beta3 band coherence graph.
Above was the resulting comparison of coherence values between visuomotor and working
memory task conditions within the beta3 band. Coherence between the fronto-central, frontoparietal, and intraoccipital regions was higher during the working memory task. Coherence
between the centro-occipital regions was higher during the visuomotor task. Fronto-occipital
coherence was marginally higher during the working memory task.
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Chapter 4

Discussion
4.1

Overview
Dynamic functional connectivity between frontal executive and posterior perceptual

cortices was investigated during single and concurrent dual task conditions. Following an indepth literature review, presently only one study has been found to have investigated the effect
of multitasking on coherence between different regions in the brain (Cocchi, Zalesky, et al. 2011).
Similarly, only one study was found to investigate the effect of task difficulty on dynamic
functional connectivity (otherwise referred to as cortical dynamics) within the brain (Rietschel et
al. 2012).

Cocchi et al. focused results primarily on beta and gamma band oscillations to

investigate changes of functional connectivity during a concurrent visuomotor and visuospatial
working memory (VSWM) task and Rietschel investigated the effect of task difficulty on
functional connectivity with respect to the motor planning region. Our study sought to extend
these aforementioned results by investigating changes in functional connectivity of either VM or
WM during multitasking as well as the effect of VM or WM task difficulty during single task
conditions.
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Coherence maps were used to compare a range of task conditions in order to provide
insight into the dynamic functional connectivity across the frontal, central, parietal and occipital
regions. As outlined in the methods, the task conditions included varying difficulty within single
task conditions and multitasking conditions. Single task refers to the execution of one task, either
visuomotor or working memory. Multitasking refers to the concurrent dual task execution of both
the visuomotor and working memory tasks. To briefly summarize, the first single task condition
was a visuomotor task of two difficulty levels during which the subject navigated a cue along a
track. The second task condition was a working memory task of two difficulty levels which
required the subject to memorize two prompt cues (encoding), retain the information for a set
period of time (maintenance), and then compare whether the prompt cue matched a response
cue (retrieval). Multitasking conditions involved concurrent monitoring and rapid task switching
between both visuomotor and working memory tasks.
Functional connectivity between the individual task conditions was interpreted by
calculating the difference of coherence between each point of data acquisition across brain,
excluding temporal regions (T3 and T4). Coherence analysis was performed across six frequency
bands, two phases of working memory and for two levels of task difficulty. The low and high level
visuomotor task difficulties were epoched according to the encoding phase time scheme, while
the low and high level working memory task difficulties were epoched according to both
encoding and maintenance phases. Finally, each of the individual tasks (either VM or WM) was
compared against a concurrent dual-task condition (VM and WM).
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4.2

Behavioral Performance
The visuomotor task performance was assessed by an RMS error algorithm that related

deviations from the track into an error value. Subjects were given up to 10 minutes of practice
to accustom themselves to navigating the VM cue along the track. RMS error was calculated for
both the visuomotor task difficulties as well as the combined VM+WM dual task. The difficulty
of multitasking had a negative impact of visuomotor control associated with navigating the VM
cue along the track, which resulted in a 20% increase in RMS error compared to an individually
executed low difficulty VM task. As VM task difficulty increased, so did the average error during
task execution. Working memory task performance was assessed by total percentage correct
and average response time. Out of the total number of probe cues delivered to the subject, half
were task-positive and half were task-negative. TP events required motor input from the subject
by pressing a key to acknowledge that probe and prompt cues matched. The number of positively
matched events was recorded and displayed as a percentage correct out of 100. The average
time the subject required to response to a TP cue was recorded and averaged for all fifteen
subjects. Average response time increased from low to high difficulty conditions. However, the
average reaction time during multitasking was approximately the same as that of the low
difficulty WM task. This suggests that multitasking increases response rate, as necessitated by
the rapid task switching environment, without a proportional level of correct responses as seen
by the drop in total percent correct for the concurrent VM+WM task condition. This suggested
a negative correlation between increased number of concurrent tasks executed and
performance. Although a drop in matching accuracy was seen, the mean percent correct across
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all task conditions remained above 90%, meaning that subjects did not significantly lose their
ability to complete the task conditions individually or while multitasking.

4.3

Effect of task difficulty on visuomotor and working memory tasks
Task difficulty had multiple effects on functional connectivity associated with the

visuomotor task. Alpha and beta coherence decreased between the frontoparietal areas, which
was expected from previous studies on visuomotor interaction in response to visual stimuli
(Neuper, Wörtz, and Pfurtscheller 2006; Baker 2007). Alpha and beta3 coherence between the
frontocentral regions decreased, which does not match previous results by Rilk. et al whom
suggested that increased frontocentral coherence correlated with decreased performance and
higher error. Mean error did increase with increased task difficulty, but this was an effect of
decreased functional connectivity between frontocentral and frontoparietal regions (Rilk et al.
2011). Occipitofrontal coherence also decreased within the delta and beta band. These results
pose a paradox to the neural efficiency hypothesis which states that cortical dynamics decrease
with skill level of a certain task (Rietschel et al. 2012). At first the decreased coherence seemed
to evidence higher neural efficiency during increased task difficulty, however the increased RMS
error suggests the contrary. Thus, refinements in cortical networks are evident by decreased
coherence between brain regions, but these refinements are not yet efficient enough to posit
increased performance. While cognitive-motor coherence decreased with higher task difficulty,
sensory region coherence increased.

Beta band coherence between occipitocentral,

centroparietal and occipitoparietal regions increased during the higher task difficulty condition.
This suggests an increase in visual processing during higher difficulty visuomotor task conditions
with a disproportionate frontal executive response. Further, the increased alpha coherence
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between intrafrontal areas indicated heightened attention but ultimately the increase in task
difficulty resulted in inefficient motor responsiveness, increased error and overall decreased
visuomotor task performance.
Task difficulty during the WM task involved a longer maintenance period with more
distraction cues. This in turn also affected anticipation of the encoding cue since the subject was
aware they would need to retain the information for a longer period of time, resulting in more
focus during the encoding period compared to the lower difficulty condition. High functional
connectivity was observed within the delta and theta bands, whereas the alpha and beta3 bands
had very little significant functional connectivity during the encoding phase. Although the alpha
coherence between frontoparietal regions has been cited as an important factor in WM
processes (Miller and D’Esposito 2012; Crespo-Garcia et al. 2013; Grimault et al. 2009) our results
did not find significant frontoparietal functional connections in this band. However, delta and
theta coherence between frontoparietal regions did increase during the higher difficulty task
condition, while beta coherence between the frontoparietal regions decreased. Theta coherence
was higher for both frontal executive and posterior sensorymotor regions during the higher
difficulty condition. Both of these results were in agreement with previous findings, suggesting
the role of increased theta coherence and decreased alpha coherence reflecting increased
demands on central executive functions in WM (Sauseng et al. 2005). During WM maintenance
the only significant functional connection found was between the frontocentral regions within
the delta, theta and alpha bands. The increase in WM task difficulty resulted in a decrease of
frontocentral coherence within the delta and theta bands in addition to the alpha band (CrespoGarcia et al. 2013; Zanto et al. 2011; Grimault et al. 2009). This extends to notion of alpha band
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phase coherence mediating top down modulation from the PFC to lower frequency band and
supporting the involvement of delta and theta frequency oscillations during cognition (Engel,
Fries, and Singer 2001; Başar et al. 2001).

4.4

Visuomotor and concurrent visuomotor and working memory task
A concurrent dual task condition involving execution of both visuomotor and working

memory was compared to a single visuomotor task to evaluate the effect of an added working
memory task on functional connectivity. The dual task condition had higher coherence between
fronto-central, intrafrontal, fronto-posterior and fronto-occipital regions within the delta, theta
and alpha bands compared to the single visuomotor task coherences.

This, in part, extends

previous findings by Rilk. et al (2011) which reported an increase in alpha coherence between
fronto-central regions. Increased WM task load during multitasking results in higher coherence
in the delta and alpha frequency bands which suggests that functional connectivity increases in
lower frequency bands during increased top down processing (Von Stein and Sarnthein 2000).
The beta1 coherence between centro-occipital regions was lower for the concurrent dual
task condition. High delta, theta and alpha coherence between the centro-occipital regions
during multitasking thereby indicated higher visual processing load. The beta1 band showed a
pattern unlike that of the other frequency bands with respect to increased task load. As
previously noted, the first three frequency bands show a general increase in coherence from the
single to concurrent dual task conditions whereas the beta1 coherence between intrafrontal and
centro-occipital regions was lower during combined VM and WM multitasking; this may be a
result of the potentially disruptive effect of multitasking on sensorimotor processing or may be
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explained by increased neural efficiency. The effect of mental load on multitasking may have
reorganized the cortical network dynamics into more efficient communication pathways within
the beta band oscillations, as has been suggested in previous findings (Rietschel et al. 2012). This,
in combination with increase in frontocentral coherence, may indicate the activation of
frontoparietal control processes to increase inhibition of error-inducing distractions (Rilk et al.
2011) while increasing top down processing. This change was similar to that observed in the beta
band coherence between high and low level difficulty visuomotor task conditions, further
suggesting that increased mental load may result in more efficient functional communication
between beta band oscillations.

4.5

Working memory and concurrent visuomotor and working memory task
The effect of a visuomotor task on the concurrent VM+WM dual task was investigated

next. The delta, theta and alpha bands showed a limited number of significant (p<0.05)
functional connections between the frontoparietal, intrafrontal and fronto-occipital regions. This
is in agreement with previous findings that show that long range interactions in the alpha and
theta ranges were involved in top down processing (Von Stein and Sarnthein 2000). This top
down processing increased between executive and posterior association areas within the delta
and theta bands during multitasking. Beta1 had similar levels for intrafrontal, frontoparietal and
fronto-occipital regions, as well as connections between fronto-central, intracentral and
centroparietal regions – suggesting that sensorimotor activity occurred within the beta band.
Beta2 coherence between the intrafrontal regions decreases with respect to lower frequency
band intrafrontal coherences, while coherence between frontoparietal and fronto-occipital
regions remained relatively constant and coherences between intracentral and centroparietal
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regions increased. These results showed a strong presence of occipito-parietal perceptual
(visuomotor) activity in the upper beta band. This conclusion is further supported by beta3
coherence drops between frontoparietal and fronto-occipital regions and increased coherence
between posterior sensory association areas. Increased coherence among all bands during
multitasking reflected increased information processing as compared to the single VM task
condition. The only region which observed a decreased in functional connectivity during
multitasking was the frontocentral region within the beta1 and beta2 bands, indicated a decrease
in cognitive-motor communication which was supported by increased error in the behavioral
performance. Thus, low beta coherence may provide a gauge for mental work load in future
studies investigating multitasking effects.

4.6

Single visuomotor and working memory task
The functional connectivity between one cognitive and one sensorimotor task may be

difficult to interpret with functional connectivity alone as there is no clear baseline measurement
between both task conditions. Delta, theta, alpha and beta2 coherence increased during working
memory tasks between fronto-central, fronto-parietal, and fronto-occipital regions while they
decreased between intrafrontal region. These three bands have been considered important in
cognitive communication across the brain (Başar, Güntekin, and Oniz 2006).

Intrafrontal

coherence was higher during the visuomotor task, which may be due to the nature of the VM
task with respect to the WM task. The VM task required constant manipulation of the task cue
along the track throughout the entirety of the task, whereas the working memory task only
required action during the encoding and retrieval phases (allowing for a rest period in-between).
Thus, intrafrontal processing was higher during the visuomotor task, as seen by the elevated
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coherence in each frequency band up to beta1.

Fronto-parietal and intraoccipital regions

contribute to the sensorimotor processing necessary during visuomotor control, which has been
found to be most prominent in the beta band (Baker 2007; Neuper, Wörtz, and Pfurtscheller
2006). Beta1 was the only frequency band to not follow a uniform increase in overall WM
coherence across the brain. Intrafrontal, fronto-parietal, and intraoccipital beta1 coherence was
higher in the visuomotor task. The beta2 and beta3 bands did not have a significant coherence
between intrafrontal areas, but the elevated load associated with constant operation during the
visuomotor task was expressed by increased centro-occipital coherence in these two bands.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Direction

The PFC is thought to subserve central-executive control, with broad network of
connections along anterior-posterior brain regions (Koechlin and Summerfield 2007). There is
strong evidence to support the theory that neuronal communication between these distant brain
regions within specific frequency bands on a large-scale cortical network is mediated by
oscillatory neuronal synchronization (Hipp, Engel, and Siegel 2011, 2011). This study sought to
further explore the effect of visuomotor and working memory multitask conditions as well as the
effect of task difficulty during single task execution. The pattern of selectively increased
coherence during multitasking in comparison to a single task has also been reported in previous
studies (Serrien, Pogosyan, and Brown 2004; Cocchi, Zalesky, et al. 2011). The primary finding in
the previous literature to support the increase in working memory coherence across many of the
brain regions in this study comes from Cocchi et al. who suggested that cognitive control
mechanisms already processing a working memory task may selectively enhance concurrent
visual processing related to a different task. The problem with multitasking is inherent error in
task execution associated with the psychological refractory period. However, dual tasks involving
a cognitive task in combination with a sensorimotor task have been shown to support the
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coexistence of serial and parallel processes within the cognitive task (Sigman and Dehaene 2008).
Furthermore, coherence may be used as a guage of cognitive work load with respect to increased
task difficulty. As task difficulty increases, coherence between brain regions also increases;
however according to the psychomotor efficiency hypothesis decreased performance is
mediated by nonessential neural processing. With practice, coherence has been shown to
decrease between regions responsible for execution of certain tasks thereby suggesting a more
efficient functional network connectivity regardless of difficulty.

This will be critical to

understanding the increased functional connectivity in both working memory regions at lower
frequency bands and visuomotor regions in higher frequency bands observed in this study.
Multitasking, when compared to both the visuomotor and working memory task
conditions, showed an increase in fronto-parietal coherence across almost all bands.
Multitasking inherently requires more mental effort than single task execution – which explains
the frequently encountered increase in frontoparietal coherence across the brain. Hemispheric
origin was also not considered in this study, as the connections from each side were averaged
together to form a collection regional value for coherence comparisons – but this data may prove
useful in future combined EEG+fMRI studies on functional connectivity. Also, the effect of volume
conduction (VC) was also considered during both experimental design and data processing to
limit the effect of increased coherence due to VC effects. Volume conduction describes the
extremely fast conduction of neural signals throughout the brain, CSF, skull and scalp which
results in the diffusion of signals from different points of the brain before they are recorded via
scalp electrodes (Peraza et al. 2012; Winter et al. 2007; Nunez and Srinivasan 2006). VC effects
thereby skew time series recordings due to mixing of neural oscillatory signals from origins other
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than the source area directly beneath the electrode. VC effects were dealt with in two ways:
common reference was applied to all channels (Thatcher 2012) and all results were statistically
analyzed between two task conditions. As both task conditions comprised VC effects, this effect
was common between both conditions.
Insight into these coherence changes during multitasking may provide valuable insight
into the complex functional changes in the brain and allow for a better understanding of how the
brain executes multiple tasks in real world environments. More research into dynamic functional
changes in connections across the brain during specific tasks, but in a single, dual, or multitask
context is vital to neuroscience, medicine and engineering in the 21st century. Applications of
this research would benefit other medical research and applications such as mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), traumatic brain injury (TBI) and other neurodegenerative diseases that involve
sensorimotor or memory processes. The impact of multitasking and cortical dynamics will affect
legislation as technology continues to grow faster, smaller, and more robust. Multitasking is
becoming second nature while the imminent dangers associated with such actions, especially
during activities such as driving, will be a serious threat the personal and public safety. More
research in this area will aid in providing scientific evidence as a foundation to begin taking
measures to assure safer practice with devices such as smartphones, tablets, smart glasses, or
any host of other hand held devices that may impair one’s ability to perform a high risk task
suitably. Understanding the functional relationship between different regions could be used to
measure cognitive work load and help develop novel methods of increasing neural efficiency
during multitasking as well as provide a new functional BCI method for monitoring mental
fatigue.
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